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BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR

SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

IN CONVEX SUBSETS OF A BANACH SPACE

BY

KLAUS SCHMITT(') AND PETER VOLKMANN

ABSTRACT.   Let E be a real Banach space, C a closed, convex subset of

E and /: [0, 1 ] XEXÎ —► E be continuous.   Let u0, ux £ C and consider the

boundary value problem

(») u" = f(t, u, u'),    u(0) = u0,    u(l) = I/j.

We establish sufficient conditions in order that (*) have a solution u: [0,1) —► C.

Introduction. Let C be a closed, convex subset of the real Banach space E

and let /: [0, 1] x C x F —► F be a function with the property

<p E E* (2), x E C, <p(x) = maxaeMq))
lU \~<p(f(t,x,y))>0.

yEE,<p{y) = 0,0<t<l )

In this paper we show that under some additional (sometimes rather restrictive)

assumptions the boundary value problem (BVP)

(2) u" = f(t, u, u'),   m(0) = u0,   u(l) = ux,     0 < f < 1,

(u0, ux EC) has a solution u: [0, 1] —► C.  We note that (1) describes the be-

havior of/on the boundary bC of C, for if y =#= 0, then condition (1) implies x

E 9C. In case E = R", «-dimensional Euclidean space, and C is bounded with

int C(3) =£ 0, various results of this type exist in the literature (see e.g. [5] for

a survey of such results).  In this finite dimensional situation the general case may

easily be obtained by projection methods. On the other hand, if E is infinite

dimensional, certain additional assumptions, either on E or on/seem to be needed

to pass from the case int C # 0 to the general case.

The paper is divided into two parts. In the first part we assume f(t, x, y)
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to be completely continuous and satisfy a Nagumo type growth condition with

respect to y. Then it is known [6] that if C is bounded and int C # 0, the BVP

(2) has a solution u: [0, 1] —► C.   In Theorem 1 we show that the same conclu-

sion holds in case C is a closed, bounded, convex subset of a uniformly convex

space E, or in case C is a compact convex subset. (The existence of a solution

u: [0, 1 ] —► C of (2) for certain compact convex C in lp, 1 < p < °°, has already

been treated by Thompson [7] ; his methods, however, are quite different from

ours.)  In the second part we assume /in (2) to be independent of «', continuous

on [0, 1] x E and satisfy a Lipschitz condition

(3) ll/(r, x) - f(t, y)\\<L\\x-y\\,     x.yEE,

where L <it2. Under these assumptions the existence of a unique solution u:

[0, 1] —► E of (2) follows easily by means of the contraction mapping principle,

see e.g. [1] where the one dimensional case is treated, so one only needs to show

that u: [0, 1 ] —► C. This is done (Theorem 2) by using results and techniques

formerly used by Redheffer and Walter [4] and in [8], [9], [10] in the study

of invariance properties of sets relative to initial value problems for first order

equations.  A final result (Theorem 3) shows that it suffices to assume / to be

defined on [0, 1] x C, provided the continuity of/relative to t is uniform with

respect to x EC.

1. Completely continuous right-hand sides. Throughout this section we

assume that /: [0, 1] x C x E —► E is completely continuous.

Theorem 1. Let C be a closed, bounded, convex subset of E and assume

there exists a continuous projection P: E —► C assigning to each xEE a nearest

point Px EC (i.e., \\x - Px\\ = dist(C, x) = infq(=c\\q - x\\; such P always exists

if the Banach space E is uniformly convex in the sense of Clarkson [2] ), or as-

sume C is compact. Let u0, ux EC and let f satisfy (1) and the growth condi-

tion

(4) \\f(t, x, y)\\ < wflMI)      (0 < t < 1, x G C, y E E),

where o>: [0, °°) —* (0, °°) is a continuous nondecreasing function with

linV*»s2Ms) = ».  77^« the BVP (2) has a solution u: [0, 1] -* C.

Proof.   1. If C is closed, bounded, convex and int C + 0, the above result

holds without further assumptions on C, [6, Theorem 4.1].

2. A further result [6, Lemma 2.1] which is needed in what is to fol-

low and which makes use of the properties of co is the following:   For each R >

0 there exists M (depending only on R and co) such that:  if u: [0, 1] —► E is

twice continuously differentiable and
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||H(0II<A,      ll«"(f)||< CO(||w'(f)||), 0<f<l,

then ||«'(f)ll<^, 0<f<l.

3. Let C be such that there exists a continuous projection P: E —► C as in

the statement of Theorem 1.  Define / : [0, 1] x E x E —► E by

f(t,x,y)=f(t,Px,y).

For each e > 0 the set Ce defined by

Ce= {xEE: dist(C, *) < e}

is a closed, bounded, convex subset of F with int Ce ¥= 0. We shall show next

that the result of [6] stated in 1. above may be applied to/ and Ce.

Obviously / is completely continuous and verifies the estimate

(5) ll/(f, x, y)\\ < «(llvll)     (0 < t< 1.x,y €E).

Let us show (1) with C and / replaced by Ce and /, respectively, i.e.

</> G E*, x G Ce, <p(x) = max ec <p(q))

(6) \**(f(t.x,y))>0.
y G F, vJÍ» = 0, 0 < f < 1 )

Let x G Ce, then ||x - /»jell < e. Thus, if q G C, we have that q +x-PxECe.

The hypotheses of (6) consequently imply

¥<*)>¥<? +x-A) = ¥<?) + *(*)-rift),

and since ijSC was arbitrary, it follows that

<p(Px) = max<p(q).
qGC

Using (1), we therefore obtain

<p(f(t, x, y)) = úf(t, Px, v)) > 0,

proving (6).

Using Theorem 4.1 of [6] we conclude the existence of a solution ue:

[0, 1] -* Ce of the BVP

(7) u"e=f(t.ue,u'e),   ue(0) = uQ,   ue(l) = ux.

4. We now employ a limiting process (letting e —* 0) to obtain the desired

conclusion.

Let {e„} be a monotone decreasing sequence of real numbers with

lhn„-><x>e„ = 0. Denote by un = uefí, where uSn: [0, 1] —»• C£n is a solution of

(7), with e replaced by e„. Choose F. > 0 such that ||u„(f)ll <F, 0 < f < 1, «

= 1,2.Using (5) and 2. we obtain the existence of a constant M> 0

such that ||«;(i)|| <M, 0 < f < 1, « = 1, 2.

Let G denote the Green's function
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-s(l-r),      0<J<f<l,
G(t,s)={

(-t(l-s),     0<f<s<l;

then

(8) "„(0 = f0G(t, s)f(s, un(s), u'n(s)) ds + (l- t)u0 + tux

and

•'  9
(9) u'H(t) = fo~^G(t, s)f(s, un(s), u'n(s)) ds + ut-u0.

Using the complete continuity off , the uniform boundedness of {«„},

{u'n} and (8), (9) we conclude that {«„} and [u'n } are equicontinuous sequences

and that there exists a compact set K Ç E such that un(t), u'n(t) E K, 0 < t < 1,

n = l,2,... .

We may thus employ the theorem of Ascoli-Arzelá to obtain a subsequence

of {«„} which converges to a solution « of

u" = f(t, u, «'),   u(0) = uo,   ifCO-H,,      0<f<l.

Since, further, dist(C, un(t)) < e„ and lim,,^..^ = 0, we obtain dist(C, u(t)) =

0, from which follows that u: [0,1] —► C and / (t, u, u') = f(t, u, «'), proving

that « is a solution of (2).

5. We next consider the case where C is a compact convex subset of F

(here no additional assumptions on E are needed). Choose R > 0 such that:  x G

C => ||x|| < R.  Determine M = M(R, cS) according to 2. above. Define Q: E—*

F by

U \\y\\<M,
[My ¡M,      \\y\\>M,

and put

f(t, x,y)=f(t, x,Qy)     (0 <i < l,x G C, y EE).

The complete continuity of/implies that off.   Hence the range of/ is contained

in some compact set K CE, and (1) and (4) are satisfied by /

Let Fj denote the closed linear span of C, K and restrict / to / : [0,1] x

C x Fj —► Fj. Since C and .K are compact, Fj is a separable Banach space. Us-

ing a result of Clarkson [2] we may equip Fj with a new norm || • ||,, equivalent

to || • ||, such that Ex becomes strictly convex. Hence to each xEEx there cor-

responds a unique nearest point (with respect to || • ||,) Px in C.   Since (1) holds

with F, /replaced by F,, / (<p E E* with <p(x) = max^^i^O?) is extendable to a

<ï> G F* with the same property) and since / is bounded and the projection P,

just defined, is continuous, we may apply the arguments of 3. and 4. to obtain a
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solution u: [0, 1] —► Cof

(10) u"=f(t, u,u'),   u(0) = uo,   u(l) = ux,      0 <f < 1.

Returning to the original norm we have that ||«(f)ll <F, 0 < t < 1, and by the

monotonicity of co we find ||u"(0H < co(||h'(0II), implying ||u'(OII < M, 0 < t <

1. Hence the definition off shows that u is a solution of (2).

2. Right-hand sides satisfying a Lipschitz condition. Throughout this sec-

tion we shall assume that / is independent of u' and satisfies a Lipschitz condition

(11) W, x) -f(t,y)\\ <L\\x-y\\      (0<t<l;x,yEE).

Theorem 2. Let C be a closed, convex subset of E and let u0, w, G C.

Assume that /: [0,1] x F —* E is continuous and satisfies the Lipschitz condi-

tion (11) with L <it2. Further assume

(12) (o < t < 1, * G F*, x G C, tfx) = tmx^q)) =* «*/(/, x)) > 0.
\ qec      /

Then the BVP

(13) u"=f(t,u),   u(0) = u0,   «(1) = «,,      0<f<l,

Aas a unique solution m: [0, 1] —* C.

Proof.   1. For our proof we need a formula first established for closed,

convex cones by Redheffer and Walter [4] equivalent to (12):

(14) Urn  j-dist(C, x - hf(t, x)) = 0      (0<i<l,xGC)

(see [8]).  Letting (for | > 0)

C£= {xGF: dist(C, x)<%}

(C0 = C), using (11) and (12) and a result from [10] we obtain

(15) lim   rdisUC,, x - A/(f, x)) < ¿£     (0 < t < l,x G CX
h-*0+ h *

(In [10] this formula is written with lim sup in place of lim, however, since C is

convex the limit exists.)

2. Let F = F © R normed by ||(x, oil = max(||x||, |£|). With p = (9, 1)

(9 = zero element of F) we may write

F = F © R = {x + %p: x G F, £ G R}.

Via the natural embedding, we consider F as a subspace of F. Let

C= {x + Çp: dist(C,x)<£},

then C is a closed, convex subset of F with nonempty interior. Define f: [0, 1]
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x C —* E by

(16) f(t, x + \p) = f(t, x) - L%p      (0<Kl,x + ÎpeC).

Then / is continuous and satisfies a Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant

L with respect to its second argument:

(17) \\f(t,x)-f(t,y)\\<L\\7-y\\      (0 <f < l,x,yE C).

Our method of proof requires a condition analogous to (12) for / and C, namely:

(18) (0 < f < 1, £ G E*, x E C, y(x) = max ̂ p(q)) =» ?(/(f, 3c)) > 0.

That (18) follows from (12) has already been sketched in [9] for the case where

C is a closed, convex cone; our proof to follow is patterned after the one in [9].

(For general closed, convex C(18) has been established in [8] for/defined by

f(t, x + %p) = f(t, x) - 4L%p. That result, however, is not sufficient for our

purposes.)

3. To prove (18) we use the equivalence of (12) and (14) (applied to C

and / ) and verify

(19) Urn   -dist(C, 3c - A/(f, x)) = 0      (0 < t < 1,3c G C).
>!-0+  "

Let t E [0, 1] and-3c = x + £p G ?, i.e., jc G C%. Then (15) implies that for e >

0 there exists A0(e) such that

A-1 dist(C£, x - hf(t, x))<L% + e     (0 < A < A0(e)).

Thus there exists yn E C% (i.e. yh + %p E C) such that

\\x-hf(t,x)-yh\\<hLS + he,

implying

x - A/(f, jc) -y„ + h(L$ + e)pEK = {y + T1p:yEE, \\y\\ < v).

Now C + A* C C and yh + %p G C, yielding

x + tp-h [f(t, x) - LÇp] + hep E C,

from which, in turn, it follows that

A-1 dist(C, 3c - hf(t, x))<e     (0 < A < A0(e)),

implying (19).

4. Define P: E -*• C by

(20) n* + m-\x + tp- *«J»«t
¡x + dist(C, x)p,      dist(C,^)>Ç.

Then it is easily seen that
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(21) l|P(*)-P(7)ll<ll*->rl|.

Extending f to [0, 1] x F by setting

(22) Tit. x) = /(t, Px)     (0 < t < 1, x G F),

we see by (21) that (17) remains valid for the extended function (with the same

Lipschitz constant).

Letting

?V = C-VP= {x-T)p:xEC}     (v>0;Co = C)

we see that (18) holds with C replaced by Cn, i.e.,

(23) (0 < í < 1, ? G F*,x G C„, ¡p(x) = jnax ^p(q) j * ?(/(t, x)) > 0,

for if x = x + %p and ? =£ 0 satisfy the hypotheses of (23), then x EaCn and

therefore x + (% + rj)p = x + ijpE bC.  Thus dist(C, x) = % +17, which com-

bined with (20) yields Px = x + (£ + i?)p = x + 17p.  Therefore y(Px) =

maxÂ'ec?(^)-  Using 0*0 we obtain y(f(t, i°x)) > 0, which by (22) implies

(23).
5. The function a: E —► R, defined by

(0, dist(C, x) < %,
(24) o(x + %p) = \

\dist(C, x) - %,      dist(C, x) > Ç,

satisfies a Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant 2. Choose e > 0 such that

I, =L +2e<it2. Then

f(t,x)=f(t,x)-ea(x)p

satisfies

\\f(t, x) - f(t, y)\\<Lx||x -7ll      (0 < f < 1, x, y E F);

further it follows from (23) and (24) that

[0 < t < 1, t? > 0, ? G F*, ? * 0, x G C,,, ¡?(x) = max ?(<T)J

(25) V «^       '
* ?(/U *» > 0.

Because!, <t:2, the BVP

(26) u"=f(t,u),   u(0) = uo,   u(l) = ux,

has a unique solution u: [0, 1] —► F (this fact has already been mentioned in

the introduction). It is the purpose of the next paragraphs to show that IT is a

solution of (13) with values in C.
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6. There exists a smallest V > 0 such that u: [0, 1] —> Cn (ft is the solu-

tion of (26)). Suppose t? > 0. Then there exists f0 G (0, 1) such that u(t0) E

dCn (u(0), ÏÏ(l) E int C„). We may thus choose ¡p E E*, ¡p =¡£ 0, such that

£("('o)) = mSLXqecn*fà- By (25)

(27) *(f(to.u(to)))>0.

On the other hand, the scalar function p(t) = ¡p(u(t)), 0 < t < 1, attains its max-

imum at f0, hence p"(t0) < 0. But

p"(t0) = 7(u"(t0)) = ?(/('o. «Co»).

contradicting (27). Thus u: [0, 1] —► C0 = C.

7. It now follows from the definition of /that f(t, u(t)) = /(f, «(f)).

Thus u is the solution of the BVP

(28) u"=f(t,u),u(0) = uo,   u(l) = ux.

Using the notation

u(t) = u(t) + %(t)P      ("(0 e E, %(t) G R, 0 < f < 1),

we may decompose (28) into

(29) u"=f(t,u),   u(0) = uo,   «(1) = «,,

0<f <1,

(30) %" = -L%,      |(0) = 0,     £(1) = 0,

with the further constraint

(31) dist(C, u(t)) < |(f).

Since, however, L < it2, it follows that %(t) = 0, and thus dist(C, u(t)) = 0, i.e.,

u: [0, 1] —► C.  This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. Theorem 2 remains valid iff(t, x) is only defined on [0, 1]

x C, but is uniformly continuous in t with respect to x, i.e.,

(32) SUP U(fH, x)-f(t, x)||—>0   astn-^t.
v   '                      xec

Proof. We embed E via an isometric isomorphism in some Banach space

B(S) of bounded functions on some set 5 (e.g. 5 = {«p G E*: \\<p\\ < 1}). Then

(12) remains valid with B(S)* in place of E*. Thus we may consider the problem

in B(S) instead of F; in particular we may consider /: [0,1] x C —► B(S), where

C Ç B(S). By adopting the coordinate conventions and writing the elements z G

B(S) as z = (za)aes (zo e R. W - supoGS|z0l), we define/„: [0, l]xC-»

R (o G 5) by

fa(t,x)=f(t,x)a      (0<t<l,xEC,oES).
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The Lipschitz continuity of/implies that of f0, i.e.,

\fo(t, x) - f0(t, y)\<L\\x-y\\     (0 < t < 1, x, v G C, a E S).

A result of McShane [3] implies that the function

7At, x) = sup (fa(t, q) - L\\q - x\\)      (x E B(S))

is an extension of/„ to [0, 1] x B(S), such that

I». x)-7a(t,y)\<L\\x-y\\     (0 < t < 1, x, y G B(S), a E 5).

Define/: [0, 1] x B(S)-+B(S) by

7 (t, x)a =f0(t, x)     (0 < t < 1, x E B(S), a E S).

Then/ is an extension off to [0, 1] x B(S) and satisfies (11). By (32)/(r, x)

is also continuous with respect to t. We may therefore use Theorem 2 to con-

clude that the BVP

u" = 7(t, u),   u(0) = u0,   u(l) = ux      (u0, ux G C)

has a solution u: [0, 1] —* C.  Since / is an extension off, u is a solution of

the original problem.
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